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THE BUROPEAU MONETARY CO-OPERATION

INTRODUCTION

In order to serve as much as possible the particular
interest African authorities may have in the practical outcome of
intra-European payments arrangements, the author of this paper has
adopted a predominantly empirical approach thus leaving aside
most of the technical implications. These have, moreover, suffi¬
ciently been dealt with in the IMF papers "Regional Payments Ar¬

rangements among Developing Countries", Code number DM 71/62,
10 th August, 1971 aîîd "Payments Arrangements and the Expansion
of Trade between Ghana and the Entente Countries", 6th March,
1972. Attention is furthermore drawn to the "Report of the Exnert
Group of E.C.A. on an African Payments Union", submitted €0 the
Sixth Session of the Commission, held in Addis Ababa from 19th
February to 3rd March, I964.

This paper is essentially based on the Annual Reports of
the European Payments Union, in particular the Final Report

covering the period from 1 July to 27 December, 1958 as well as

the Annual Reports of the European Monetary Agreement, 1959-1971
both series having been published by OEEC and OECD resoectively.

Other sources include the following publications :

- BalassasBela : The Theory of Economic Integration,
London, 1961;

- Meade, Liesner, Wells : Case Studies in European
Economic Union, London, New York, Oxford University
Press, 1964;

- Towle,Lawrence ¥. : International Trade and Commercial

Policy, New York, 1956;



Triffin Robert : Gold and the Dollar Crisis, Yale

University Press, 1961;

German Federal Bank : Monthly Reports

Midland Bank Review, February 1971;

Revue du Marché Commun, avril 1959 et novembre 196?;

Statistiques et Etudes Financières, février i960;

Revue d'Economie Politique, juillet/août 1970;

Columbia Journal of World 3usiness, January/February 1971

Midland Bank Review, February 1971.
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1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

When the objectives of the European Payments Union
t'E.P.U.) were agreed upon in the summer 1950 the economies of
the European countries were still in the process of recovery from
disruption caused by the war. Much had been done though, mainly
due to the United States Marshall Plan aid which helmed to

revive production and productivity.

Strong inflationary pressures were present in the immédiat
ostwar years and only after the devaluations of 1949 Europe

became competitive in the international market. Although the large
trade and payments deficits accumulated after the war could then
be reduced a lasting equilibrium in the balance of oayments of
Member countries had to be established and maintained if the

Union's objective of a "return to general convertibility of
currencies" wa3 to be realized. This implied above all the achieve¬
ment of internal financial stability linked with economic activity
at a high level.

Virtually all trade between the major European countries
in the posti'/ar period was characterised by bilateral agreements

containing severe quantitative restrictions. Designed to soend

foreign exchange only on essential imports, these bilateral
trading arrangements soon revealed the weakness inherent in all
such agreements; i.e., they must balance within narrow limits
and over relatively short periods. As economic conditions in
general and industrial production in particular improved, the
limitations and distortions of trade became a serious handican

for the development of otherwise expansive economies, in spite of
the granting of swing credits which were rapidly exhausted.
Furthermore, the Union was set up by the Member countries
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of OEEC 1J at a time when the efforts tox/ard a general balance
of payments equilibrium were severely disturbed by the Korean
conflict and the subsequent réarmement drive. This developed
soon into a vast buying wave throughout the Western World and
resulted into new inflationary pressures which increased prices
in Western Europe by some 20% between 1950 and 1952. Counter-
measures taken by the Union's Member countries had no effect

until the summer 1953 and it was only then that serious conside¬
ration could be given to a possible wider system of trade and
payments with all the practical implications for its Member countries.

2. PREPARATORY WORK OF OEEC AND CREATION OF THE

EUROPEAN PAYMENTS UNION.

One of the earliest objectives cf the 1948 founded OEEC
was the progressive liberalization of trade from the restrictions
and bilateralism that had developed into serious barriers in
all Member countries. However, before this objective could
be tackled a substantial degree of economic stability had to be

_j/The Organisation for European Economic C-oreration (O.E.E.C.)
comprised the following Member countries : Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,Switzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
The Organisation's convention was signed on 16th April, 19i8when its Member countries pledged themselves "to combine
their economic stregth, to join together to make the
fullest collective use of their individual capacities and
potentialities, to increase their production, develop andmodernize their industrial and agricultural equipment, expandtheir commerce, reduce progressively barriers to trade
among themselves, promote full employment and restore or
maintain the stability of their economies and general confidencein their national, currencies."
In accordance with its mandate, the Managing Board of the
European Payments Union as well as the Board of the subsequent
European Monetary Agreement had to report to the Council of
OEEC and OECD respectively on their operations.



realized. Only in late 1949 the Organisation's Members felt that
sufficient progress had been reached in the recovery of produc-
t on, control of inflation and reduction of trade dificits. It
was then decided to free 50% of total imports of Member countries
on private account from quantitative restrictions. Furthermore,
it was agreed that all trade in liberalized goods would be car¬

ried out on a non-discriminatory basis.

On this occasion it became clear that a further libera¬

lization would have to call upon an adequate intra-Eurooean

payments system which would ensure the entire transferability of
European currencies among Members. Finally, it was also indis¬
pensable to provide Member countries with short-term credit
facilities during periods of payments difficulties in order to
avoid setbacks in their progressively liberal policjr.

First steps in the direction of multilateral nayments
compensation had been undertaken in 1Ç47> when a limited number
of permanent and some other temporary Members signed a correspon¬

ding agreement. Its success was.limited since participants prefer¬
red to pay attention only to the improvement of critical debtor
positions. Moreover, no solution had been provided for the
financing of overall net deficits and credits * Progress in this
question was achieved by the payments and compensation agreement
signed by the 19 Member countries of OEEC in October 1948. Moreove
the creditor/debtor position of an Individual country was taken
into account in the distribution of Marshall Plan aid.

It was finally the OEEC's preparatory policy in the trade
field which led to the creation of the European Payments Union
on 1st Jul3/, I95O. Expressly designed as a payments mechanism
for the promotion of multilateral trade on a non-discriminators'
basis, the quantitative liberalization of trade was immediately
raised to 60 per cent, on 1 February, 1951 to 75$ and on 14 Januar
1955 to 90$.
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When the E.P.U. ceased its operations after the re-esta¬
blishment of convertibility by its Member countries on 7,7

December, 1958 there could be no doubt that it had achieved its

major objectives .Looking back it is interesting to note that,
less than the application of the precise rules of the E.P.U.

Agreement it was rather the flexibility of the Union to adapt
itself to changing economic conditions in Mestern Europe that

was responsible for its success. Co-operative practices played
a very important role from the Union's very beginning when the in¬
ternational economic climate suffered considerably from the
Korean crisis. Later on the Union was faced with widely differing
periods of economic stability in Member countries, with occa¬

sional extreme debtor and creditor positions which could only
be overcome by the willingness of members to conclude compromises.
Thus the creditor countries agreed to extend additional credits

beyond their quotas whereas the debtor countries agreed to a

gradual hardening of settlement terms and repayment arrangements \J

3. MECHANISM AND MAIN FEATURES OF THE EUTOPSAN PAYMENTS UNION

(JULY 1950 - DECEMBER 1058>

The European Payments Union was a clearing house through
which the central banks of Member countries could settle their
accounts which each other using the Bank for International
Settlements (B.I.S.) in Basle as its actual administrative centre.

XJ Initially the basis for settlements within the quotas was an
average of 4-0 per cent in gold and 60 per cent in credit (for
debtors the gold percentage was on a rising scale whilst
creditors had a basic gold free tranche followed hy a flat
rate of 50 per cent in gold and 50 per cent in credit). On
30 June, 3-954 a uniform 50/50 gold/credit basis x-;as intro¬
duced both for creditors and debtors and hardened to 75 per
cent gold/25 per cent credit from 1 August, 1955.
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Every month each central bank informed the BIS on the credit or

deficit balances with respect to the other central banks. The
3.X.S. then applied each country's credits against its collec¬
tive debts to all other Members. From this clearing resulted
either a net credit or a net debit position which in turn

represented no longer a claim or a debt against an individual
central bank but against the E.P.U. To settle these net-balances
each country was assigned a quota which corresponded in all but
two cases to 15 per cent of its total intra-Eurooean capital
movements of current account in 1949. These quotas were fixed in
E.P41 units, equivalent to the par value of the US-Dollar.

To assist the E.P.U. in its operations at a time when gold
reserves of its Members were very low, the United States Economic

Co-operation Administration (E.C.A.) set up a capital fund of
£ 350 n. This fund was to be used when gold payments to creditors
exceeded gold receipts from debtor countries. Another Special
Assistance Fund of E.C.A was put at the disposal of those
countries who had virtually no gold reserves at all. Finally
initial credit balances totalling $ 400 million were opened in
favour of 6 countries who were expected to run deficits without

being able to cover them under the E.P.U. arrangements. Part of
this directly allocated aid was created by corresponding deficit
balances of 4 prospective creditor countries.

The value of this assistance was certain^ very apprecia¬
ble in the beginning of the Union's activities but an idea of
the real effects which resulted from its operations over 84: years

can only be derived from its final statistics. By the end of 195"
the bilateral positions settled through the Union had reached a

net amount of 46.4 billion units of account (lin/a) of which
the Union's multilateral compensation covered 20 billion un/a re¬

ducing by this amount other international settlements between
Member countries.
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Since its Members had not agreed ur>on a fixed period of
the Union's duration it was decided that periodic reviewsshould
take place, the initial commitment overing two years. The follo¬
wing annual renewals were based on the examination of the Union's
operations, the determination of any new conditions requiring the
approval of the countries representing at least 50% of the total
B.P.U quotas. In the case of serious objections a country had the
choice of maintaining its membership or to withdraw from the
Union. In practice however countries alx-iays arrived at a

compromise and extended the life of the U^ion by an unanimous
decision.

All major decisions concerning the EPU, and particularly
arrangements for individual countries or changes in the Union's
operating rules, required in turn the unanimous aoproval
of the OEEC Council to which the Union's Managing Board had to

repor'". The latter's functions stemmed from the provisions of
the E.PJJ. Agreement itself but increased gradually over the years

through the specific mandates which it received from the Council.
The Managing Board's basic duty remained however the periodic
review of economic developments in Member countries and, as

a result, it exerted an influence on the economic and financial
policies of its Members in the best interest of the Union as

a whole. Each decision of the OEEC Council was based on studies

and reports from the Managing Board, in certain cases suoolenen-
ted by reports from other OEEC committees. As mentioned above
the monthly operations were carried out since the beginning of the
Union by the Bank for International Settlements which acted
as an agent for the OEEC and the Union acoording to the directives
given by the Council and the Managing Board. The B.I.S. was

represented at the Board meetings and ensured the closest 'co-ope¬

ration with the central banks and other monetary institutions in
Member countries.
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CO-OPERATIVE PRACTICES "/ITHIH THE E„P .U.

a) Special Assistance and exceptional Settlements

In addition to the periodic negotiations, Member
countries developed further methods of practical co-operation whrvch
had not been provided for in the agreement itself but grew in
importance with the Union's operations. These practices concerned
essentially questions relating to the settlement of surpluses
and deficits beyond each country's quotas and also special arrange¬

ments for the repayment of debts and claims within the Union.

The E.P.U.'s rules provided that debtors who exceeded their
quotas had to settle these deficits wholly in gold. However
the Council could decide by unanimous decision to vary this rule.
For the settlement of post-quota 1_/ surpluses the Agreement
contained no general rule, leaving the decision about necessary

arrangements to the Council. Tihile the surpluses have thus
always been subject tb. negotiation, deficits could in principle
be settled by spécial assistance granted to the county concerned.

Several debtor countries benefitted from special action

of the Council when they found themselves in balance of payments
difficulties. The first example was Germany - later on the big
creditor of the Union- who received important credit facilities
in 1950/51> followed in later years by countries like the
Netherlands, France and Turkey. In addition to the Union's assi -

stance, a number of bilateral amortization arrangements were

concluded between certain creditor and debtor' countries.

1J Post-quota = exceeding or not meeting the quota.
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The probien of extreme creditor positions first arose
in the second half of 1951 with the groivir.g B.L.E.U, 1/ surpluses
and to an even larger extent in the case of Germany from 1953 "to
1958. In this connection it is worth looking closely at the

persistent balance of payments problems which had existed for
many years between the Netherlands and the B.LoE.U. Union and
which lost much of its tension through the machinery of the
P P IT
íj »i § f •

Since the early forties the Dutch had a substantial deficit
in their bilateral balance with the B.L.E.U. Since their overall

balance of payments situation was also adverse thej' were unable
to finance their deficits with the B.L.E.U. from their earnings
of other foreign currencies. A certain number of ad hoc credit

arrangements and other concessions of the Belgian Government

helped the Netherlands to finance these deficits but for many

years restrictions on Dutch imports from her Benelux partners
had to be maintained. From 1950 on the R.Rtr»mechanism provided not

only for an automatic extension of credit within certain limits

to debtor countries but,more important, established the system for
multilateral settlements. All that was necessary now for the
Netherlands was to ensure overall balance with Western European

countries as a whole (including their associated areas such as

Sterling). In the case of a new deficit the Netherlands received

additional credit now from the E.P.U. and no longer from Belgium
and their commercial policy had to be concerned with its intra—
Union balance only. The B.L.E.U. surpluses, on the other hand ,

which had reached a peak of 458 million un/a at the first
renewal of the Union in June 1952 were first reduced by special
gold payments and bilateral consolidation, it was then decided

tnat further post—quota surpluses, up to a certain amount, should

JJ Belgium - Luxembourg Economic Union.



be settled in the Sane way as surpluses within the quotas, i.e.
on a 50/50 gold/credit basis. This arrangement was followed in
the case of Germany whose surpluses were growing such that her

post-quota obligations had gradually be extended every year

involving additional credit facilities for the Union. During the
last 2-| years of the Union's existence Germany even agreed to
accept an unlimited credit obligation to the Union on normal

quota terms.

b) Repayment of credits

However, all these arrangements could not provide a

lasting solution for the permanent disequilibrium in the trade

positions of Member countries not did they help to settle

exceptionally large debts and claims within the quotas which
could not be repaid in time through the current operating rules
of the Union. Thus, once the problem of the big B.L.E.U. surpluses
was settled satisfactorily in the summer 1Ç52, the Union found
itself faced with tremendous difficulties cn the occasion of the

annual review in 1954/55 and 1955/56. The problem of persistent
claims and debts is the first noteworthy example of the spirit of
practical co-operation between the Union's Members who agreed
upon a generally acceptable solution despite widely differing
points of view,

\

The outcome of these negotiations were three decisions :

- Member^ countries were invited to conclude bilateral
amortisation agreements to reduce debts and claims

within the Union;

- debtor countries could, if their position allowed,
make direct payments in gold or dollars to the Union
to reduce their debts; piov

- the Union's own holdings of- convertible cUrrefTcTes'could,
as far as they exceeded forseeable requirements, be used
in reduction of creditors* claims on the Union.
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Together with a few other new provisions the bilateral
arrangements worked very satisfactoriljr and until the end of
the Union $ 843 million of debts and the corresponding amount
of claims had been settled through these channels. Another
$ 107 million had been paid by certain debtor countries
directly to the Union which used this amount, in addition to
v 130 million of its own convertible assets, to reduce the
claims of creditor countries on itself. These arrangements in
turn enabled the Union to reopen its credit facilities which had
been largely exhausted through the increasing creditor claims.

Apart from the problem of persistent debts and claims,
the Union's review in the summer of 1954 included the discussion
about a possible rise of the gold element in the settlement

rules. Indeed, the improvement of the Member countries' economic
situation in general and their reserve position in particular
suggested a hardening of repayment terms. 1_/

The year 1955 was a decisive one regarding the future
activities of the E.P.U. Some of the Member countries were then

in the position to ^envisage convertibilit};- of their currencies
in the near future, a move which would have brought to an end
the Union's activities. To ensure the maintenance of monetae

co-operation in Europe even after such an event the Union's
Members negotiated the European Monetary Agreement (E.M.A.') in
the first months of 1955 and signed the charter in August of
that year, a special clause being inserted in the E.P.U.

Agreement. According to this clause the Union's operations would

be terminated and replaced by the E.M.A. when demanded by
Member countries representing at least 50% of its quotas,in
connection with the return to full convertibility of the najjor
European currencies among themselves. During the following j^ear,

however, most of the Member countries began to suffer again from

\J See footnote on page 4.

•

- . . • r
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balance of payments difficulties and inflationary pressures and
thus no further changes in the Union's rules were possible at

the tine. Negotiations of the 1956, 1957 and 1958 reviews
were confined to consolidation of what had been achieved in

the past. On the one hand, ad hoc assistance had to be arranged
for countries in serious difficulties such as France and, on

the other hand, sett lenient terns had to be maintained in the
case of Germany who continued to run considerable surpluses.

In the course of 1958 the situation improved greatly and

monetary reserves rose by a total of $ 3 700 million (the major
increase being recorded by the U.K.) Consequently, one could
now reasonably justify taking the last step leading toward
convertibility. On 27 December, 1958 Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, Luxembourg the Netherlands and the United Kingdom,
representing together much more than the required 50 oer cent
of the Union's quotas, notified the OESC of their intention to

terminate theE.?.U.and to bring the European Monetary Agreement
into force. This step was subsequently supported by the other
Member countries and confirmed by the OEEC Council on 30 Decembe

1958. From the purely technical angle the Union's remaining
debtor and creditor positions were converted into bilateral
debts and claims.

5. FINAL EVALUATION OF THE E.PjU.'S ROLE

The European Payments Union can certainly be considered
as the most striking and successful move toward free internation

payments and convertibility at a time when the post-war shortage
had resulted into various bilateral balancing of trade with
stringent restrictions on intra-European trade. The double role
of the Union's mechanism, namely its credit facilities in
favour of deficit Members, financed by the surpluses of other
Members had, in conjunction with its multilateral payments syste
multiple effects on European trade as a whole.
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Before the Union started its operations»heavily exoort-
criented countries limited their exports to avoid the accumula¬
tion of unusable currencies of countries with low export capacity.
Through the Union's mechanism they new received a fixed share
of rising exports in Union credits and the rest in gold or

dollars. Moreover, the hitherto deficit countries were now

enabled to buy more freely goods essential for their economic

recovery whilst countries with large export capacities could
spend an increasing part of their income on luxury commodities
which in turn provided countries producing such goods with the
possibility to buy basic industrial supplies.

The dynamic factors of the Union were even strong enough
to contract adverse consequences for third countries, generally
expected by opponents of the EPU, in the form of trade diversion
and deterioration of terms of trade. Rising income levels
within the Unicn led to increasing imports and were thus bene¬
ficial to non-participating countries. There v/ás an overlapping
of several short-run and long-run effects which resulted a

damping of otherwise quite hectic fluctuations. The final effect
was a substantial increase in intra-European trade and in trade
between Europe and third countries as well.

As has been mentioned above it cannot emphasized enough
how much the Union's flexibilitj/ jn adapting itself to changing

.. : •—'-••• —economic conditions contributed to its successful termination.
It should be borne in mind that all modifications of the Union's
operating rules and, of course, special arrangements with certain
individual Member countries needed the agreement of each Member.
The fact that, inspite of often diametrically opposed interests,
compromises could always be achieved and major changes carried
out by sacrificing some national interest,is a noteworthy testi¬
mony of the spirit of co-operation among the Union's Members.
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ó. THE EUROPEAiT MONETARY AGREEMENT (JAMUAR.Y 1QÇQ - DECEMBER 1072N

The objective of the E.M.A. was to preserve the essential
elements of monetary co-operation under the E.P.U. Agreement into
the convertibility era 1J by readjusting the E.P.U. mechanism. To
achieve this the E.M.A. englobed two institutions : a European
Fund with an initial capital of $ 600 million and a Multilateral
System of Settlements.

The Fund, largely financed from amounts left after
liquidation of the Union, abandoned the system of automatic credits.
In contrast to the E.P.U. provisions credits were now granted on
a discreditionary basis, i.e. after examining of a country's
balance of payments position. In addition to these credits the
Fund could grant loans up to a period of two years to any
Member country, again after examination by the corresponding
committees and the Council of O.E.E.C. Later on, Members also
agreed to assist each other by "interim finance", i.e. small
overdraft facilities which had to be repaid within one month.

The crucial change in the E.K.A.'s Multilateral System
in comparison with that of the E.P.U. was the abandon of the
hitherto obligatory monthly compensations. Resulting from the
restoration of convertibility, the central banks were now allowed,
at their own discretion, to bring foreign currency balances
into compensation or to retain then as part of their monetary
reserves. The chief contribution of the new Multilateral System
of Settlements was, however, the introduction of an exchange
guarantee, in terms of the U.S. dollar, for all balances accumu—

xated by Members in the currency of other Members. Each country
had to keep the fluctuations of its currency in moderate and
stable margins and to notify official buying and selling rates.

Free conversion for non-residents only. Merely Germany andSwitzerland extended the convertibility of their currencies
to residents.
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Thus the O.E.E.C, countries improved, in the framework
of the E.M.A., the former E.P.U. rules and created the financial
conditions to ensure the expansion of trade in goods and services
as well as of capital movements with the outside world. The
transition from regional transferability to worldwide convertibi¬

lity had far-reaching effects on the entire European monetary
system and in particular on the rapidly expanding payment transac¬
tions of Germany. At the same time, measures were adopted in
France to adjust the franc exchange rate and to establish internal
financial equilibrium giving special weight to the joint move toward
convertibility.

During its first year of application the European Fund
and the Multilateral Payment System worked well enough to postpone
any modification of the system until its third year of ooeration,
i.e. 1961. The satisfactory development of most of the European
economies allowed moreover further abrogation of restrictions on

trade and payments.

On the occasion of the 1961 review, and in the light of
continuing discussions on monetary problems in other international

organisations, it was decided to wait another year with concrete
new proposals. Nevertheless Member countries adopted an extension
of the repayment period and thus facilitated the Fund's credit

policy.

The 1962 review concentrated on discussions about the
maintenance of the exchange guarantee considered unnécessarji
by the U.K. It was decided to introduce ceilings for Sterling
balances benefitting from these guarantees and also equivalent
limits for the assets held by the Bank of England in E.vM. A. curren¬

cies, In the field of financial assistance a new form of facility
was created supplementing the interim financing under the" Multi¬
lateral System and the loan policy of the Fund. The central banks
were in fact invited to conclude bilateral or "multilateralLzed"
arrangements among themselves. Applied for the first time in

March/April 1963 (assistance of central banks to Sterling) and in
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March 1964 (assistance of central banks and US monetary institu¬
tions to the 1 ira); this form of assistance became particularly
important when the US Federal Reserve Bank granted "swap"
credits on a stand-by basis to European central banks.

In 1965 <> the review was again a general examination and
led to several operational improvements. Furthermore, member
countries discussed for the first tine the significant role the

E.M.Acould pia 3^ one day in European Monetary Cc-operation, as the
only financial institution which grouped Member countries of the

European Economic Community (E.E.C.), the European Free Trade
Area (EFTA) and non-member countries. This idea was however not

pursued until the next general examination in 1968.

In 1966 and .1967 certain procedural improvements were

agreed upon such as new short-term facilities under the Multila¬

teral System and the permission for the Fund to receive resources

from international monetary institutions insofar as they were

located in a Member country.

The general review of 1968 picked up the ideas which
had been discussed three years earlier but no initiative was

taken with regard to new activities of the E.M.A.

The crucial period of the Agreement started in 1970 with
the deterioration of the international monetary system and
particularly the crisis of 1971 inasmuch as these events revealed

the limits of the institution. Although theE.MA»rules contained

provisions for changes of parity or wider margins of fluctuation,
the articles said nothing about a complete suspension of parities.
Consequently, the widely practised floating of major currencies
since I97O and particularly the suspension of the convertibility!,
of the US dollar in 1971 made it more and more difficult to

apply the rules of the E .K. A .In this situation it was only due to
special arrangements among the countries concerned that the exchange
guarantee between central hanks continued to work satisfactoriljr.
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During an exceptional general review in the summer 1972
the Council of 08CD finally decided to. terminate the E.U.A, by
31 December of that year. Taking over the specific tasks of the
former Multilateral System, an Exchange Guarantee was set uo

between the central banks of certain Members of the O.E.C.D.
for which the 3.I.S. will act as Agent. It should be noted that at
the sane tine the negotiations on the creation of a European
Monetary Fund within the EEC were sufficiently advanced to envi¬
sage a transfer of major activities of the former E.I!.A. Fund "in

t )the near future. ;

7. THE PROJECT OF A EUROPE AIT MONETAE UNION

a) First Initiatives of tie E.E.C.

The Treaty of Home, establishing the E .on 75 March,
1957 >mentioned monetary problems and balance of payments questions
(articles 104 to 109) only in general terms in contrast to
the provisions for the establishment of a customs union and a
common agricultural market. The specifically monetary articles
are neither detailed enough nor sufficiently binding to ensure
by themselves a balanced monetary development in the Community. It
tookEX. C.Members four years to realize that a satisfactory func¬
tioning of the Coiimòn Market involved necessarily a minimum of
monetary co-operation and possiblj' even a monetary union.

•
■ i

A memorandum published by the E.E.C Is Commission on 2 A
October,1962 drew attention to this fact and elaborated a far-
reaching programme in several stages. Unfortunately the moment
was badly chosen since Governments and monetary Institutions were

*./ See page 19
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at that tine much more interested by international monetary
problems than by specifically European ones, Apart another sugges¬
tion of the Commission called "Initiatives I964" and a few pages
in the 10th Annual Report (June 1967) no further proposal was
made in this field until February 1968. A memorandum on action of
the Community in the monetary sector expressing the Commission's
concern was adressed to the Six's Finance Ministers in view of the
summit meeting in Rome. A few months later, on 9 - 10 October,
1968 in Rotterdam, the Ministers charged the EEC's Monetary
Committee to carry out a number of studies covering questions
like consultation on parity changes, agreements on margins of
fluctuation, and the establishment of a programme of mutual
assistance. Thus, whilst the customs union and the agricultural
market had been realized by mid-1968, progress in economic and

monetary integration had been ver3r modest. Divergent cost
and price trends continued to provoke strains on economic and

monetary equilibrium in theE.E.Cand national governments had
generally been reluctant to make the necessary sacrifice of
sovereignty in favour of a joint policy.

The devaluation of the French franc, on 24 November,
1968 illustrated again in the eyes of the public the absence of
monetary co-operation in the Community and stimulated considera¬
bly action taken consequently. On the basis of another memorandum

presented to the ESC, the Council recognized in December 1968
the necessity for examining a more intensified monetary
co-operation. This was shortly followed by the Monetary Commit¬
tee's Report on 15 January, 1969» and one month later by the
First Barre Memorandum (nominated after its principal initiator)
containing a number of proposals which were in many respects
less ambitious than those of the 1962 programme. The recommen¬

dations were examined by the Finance Ministers in March 1969,
and led to the creation of a short-terr. monetary fund raising a
first instalment of $ 1.000 million which was in fact rather
an agreement on bilateral credit arrangements than a common source

of finance.
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Following the summit conference at the Hague in December
1969 a provisional programme for economic integration was finally
announced and largely based on the 3arre Memorandum as far as

the monetary sector is concerned. On 2A February, 1970, Finance
Ministers examined again several proposals among which the Schiller
Plan and the Werner Plan focussed attention. A new Barre Plan
was drawn up and proposed a monetary union in three stages,
tackling questions of general monetary policy in the first two
phases (1970/71 and 1972/75) and leaving delicate decisions on

the renouncement of national sovereignties to the final stage
(1976-78). It was finally decided that the Council should work
out a multistage plan for a complete integration. It should be
said that there appeared to be fairly general agreement as to
the final objective, i.e. an autonomous monetary system with
fixed parities which meant a common European currency. But the
national bodies had distinctly different opinions on the methods
to be employed, the order of priority of the measures to be adopted
and the timing of steos toward integration.

b) The Werner Plan a,nd its Indications

In March 1970 the E.EC.te Council appointed a Committee,
headed by the Luxembourg Prime Minister, Pierre Werner, to draw
up a concrete p3.an for monetary integration. In June, the Finance
Ministers and centra?- bankers of the Six discussed the Commit¬
tee's preliminary report and in October the final report was
published . A few months later the Werner Plan was definitely
adopted by the Heads of State.

Leaving intentionally vague the steps to be taken
between 1973 and 1980 the Werner Plan specifies in detail only
the measures spanning the period 1971 - 1973. The following steos
will depend to a large extent on the successful termination of
the first phase and the corresponding modifications of the Treatyof Rome.
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* The first 3~ycar-stage of the programe is largely
confined to intergovernmental consultation leading to the
coordination of national policies. The only specific action planned
to be taken in this phase is the narrow:' ng of the range of fluc¬
tuation between BEC currencies. This objective was achieved in
June 1972, only sin months after the decisive review of the
international monetary situation by the Group of Ten in Washington .

The margins of fluctuation, then fixed at 2,25% on either side
of the official rate, were reduced by BBC partners to a total
of 2,25% in order to encourage payments and capital movements
within the Community and to oblige national Governments to adapt
their policies in other fields of economic and monetary policy
more quickly to the common requirements of the EEC.

Obviously the international monetary crisis of 1971 and
the still continuing uncertainties about a reform of the inter¬
national monetary system have reinforced the willingness of the
EEC Members to accelerate their cc-operation in this field.
The re-establishment and maintenance of monetary stability
appeared now cf primary importance.

. The application of the Werner Flan comprises not only the
coordination and alignment of member countries' policy actions and
a formal examination of the Community's economic situation
several times a year but also the harmonization of national
budgets, of fiscal policy including tax policy and a general
orientation of monetary and credit policy.

The emphasis of later stages will be on. the development
of efficient Community institutions for the management of a common
monetary policy. As an interim step on the move toward an institu¬
tion with full, powers and resoonsabilities the Werner Report
recommends a European Monetary Cooperation Fund as soon as
suitable intervention techniques and compatibility of economic
policies permitted. One of the Fund's objectives will be the issue

L j
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of a new international currency in the form of reserve units of
account in exchange of deposits of Menber country reserves i).
The Fund will furthermore provide for short-and nediun-tern
assistance and is envisaged to be the- forerunner of a common

central bank system.

In accordance with the decisions of Heads of State at

the summit meeting in October 1972 in Paris the charter of the

Fund is likely to be approved by the EEC Council in the course

of February or March 1973 and will como into operation on 1st
April of the current year. The Fund will in no way be an operator
with interventions on the capital market but act as an agent in
the field of credit policy and multilateral settlements, the
latter being carried out in the newly created unit of account.
The value of this unit is likely to correspond with that used
in the common agricultural accounts, i.e., the US - dollar before
its devaluations in December,1971 and in February, I973.

The numerous obstacles on the road to a European Monetary
Union are far from being removed. The resolutions of the Hague
and Paris were political decisions to the extent that the

establishment of a monetary and economic union will require the
transfer of important aspects of national sovereignty to Community
institutions and thus narrow the scope for national policy action.
But, if the basic willingness to renounce national sovereignties
exists, Member states will co-operate closely in achieving
political objectives and the Union will be realized before the
end of the decade.

_1/ Tiithin the Community a common currencjr would improvq the
functioning of capital markets and resource allocation. Since
all exchange risks would be eliminated, financial instruments
of similar quality would sell at similar yields throughoutthe union. Credits 'would be obtained on the basis of the
borrower's Creditworthiness irrespective of their nationalityand funds would tend to flow to places where they are most
efficiently used.




